
SUPPORTING EDUCATION 

 Follow us on Instagram and/or Like/Follow/Share us on Facebook and other social
networking sites.

 Showcase the Composite Envisions sticker (enclosed with each order) on at least
one item using product(s) from your educational order.

 Post three (3) or more pictures/videos to social media featuring Composite
Envisions product(s) in conjunction with your project(s). Examples of this might be
unpacking your order on delivery day; laying up material for a project; end-project
results showcasing a Composite Envisions sticker; field day testing. When posting
please use the following tags.
Facebook - @compositeenvisions & #compositeenvisions
Instagram - @compositeenvisions & #compositeenvisions
Twitter - @CompositeEnv

to be used at the discretion of Composite Envisions.

 Post reviews and comments on Facebook and the BBB about your experience with
our products and customer service.

*Percent off offer is for eligible orders for educational use by students and faculties of accredited schools and
organizations and is not intended for personal use. No minimum order required. Valid at
compositeenvisions.com or by phone. Entire order must be shipped to a single address. Does not apply to prior
purchases or open orders and cannot be combined with any other offer. Promotion may be modified or
terminated at any time. Certain restrictions and exclusions may apply.

** Free Shipping on orders over $250 for educational use by students and faculties of accredited schools and 
organizations and is not intended for personal use. Order values must total $250 or more before services, 
taxes, and shipping & handling.  Valid at compositeenvisions.com or by phone. Offer is limited to standard 
ground delivery within the 48 contiguous United States and APO/FPO addresses. Excludes all hazmat fees and 
select drop ships subject to minimum order fees. Entire order must be shipped to a single address. Does not 
apply to prior purchases or open orders and cannot be combined with any other offer. Promotion may be 
modified or terminated at any time. Certain restrictions and exclusions may apply. 

Please sign and date this form agreeing to these terms and return form to sender 

 

 

Print Name:_____________________________________________________________ 

Project Description: ______________________________________________________ 

 Email three (3) full size, high quality pictures to info@compositeenvisions.com,

 Educational Facility:______________________________________________________ 

Composite Envisions is proud to support universities and organizations by 
providing discounted pricing for eligible orders being used for educational 
and entrepreneurial related projects. Through this offer, Composite Envisions 
seeks to gain insight into how customers are using materials to improve 
existing products and create new ones.  Our goal is to be your One-Stop 
Composite Shop both now and in the future, wherever the industry may take 
you. 

 EDUCATIONAL PROMOTION OFFER 
Eligible Educational Orders Receive: 

10% OFF
*
 AND FREE SHIPPING on orders over $250**

 To be eligible for the educational promotion offer, you agree to the following terms: 

Signature:_________________________________________   Date: _______________ 
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Email:_______________________________________ Phone:____________________
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Project Lead Professor:____________________________________________________
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